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The song's use in the film of The
Graduate has made it more
familiar than its age might

indicate. I can remember seeing
the song in the film, hearing the

characters sing it, but when I
played it for friends, it sounded
much older than the characters
did. In 2006, I was surprised to

discover that the song had
actually been recorded in 1967

and released on an album in
that year. The writer, Paul

Williams, was also surprised to
hear that his wife had sung the

song. What was really
surprising, however, was the
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lack of awareness of the music
as it was still hugely popular.

Robin Williams does double duty
in this song which is listed with

him as writer, director, and
producer. The main characters

are a group of students at
University of North Carolina

(Duke vs. Carolina), and several
songs are written about their

rivalry. One of them is the song
about the rivalry between Duke

and Carolina, Duke Upset.
Williams voices a student

football player named Greg
Byrnes who wants to be the best

player, and his energy is
infectious as he pep-rallies his

friends to turn out for the game.
But he also manages to sing
pretty well, especially as the

song is a rap set to the tune of
Duke Upset. The humor is a little

more silly than something like
Night Eyes, but there's nothing
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out of the ordinary here. I just
feel it's a little formulaic, and in
the end, not worth the effort of
getting excited about this, the

sequel to Night Eyes. Most
people know this song as the

theme from Good Morning
Vietnam, but it's had a

somewhat successful life
outside the film. It was originally
written for Gary Sinise's film In
Country, but it was dropped,

and it was used in the sequel,
Pacino and Scorsese's Bringing

Out the Dead. Again, the
reference to Vietnam, or to the
Vietnam War in general, isn't
really the best focus of the

song. However, Robin Williams
does well at singing this, and by
using voice in place of guitar, he
avoids the obvious vocal over-
use. It's a serious song for an

issue of a war, but it's also got a
bit of humor as well.
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you don't want to miss out on
the jack- robin williams. this

movie will make you laugh, cry,
and jump. it will make you think,

and shake your head. it will
make you do the splits. it will

make you want to buy toys and
hug your friends. but most of all,

it will make you dream about
the idea of, and the reality of,
being a world-class toy maker.
there are two reasons to see

toys: some phenomenal visual
spectacle and the utterly

adorable performance of joan
cusack. the story: when the

founder of the zevo toy factory
dies, he leaves it to his

militaristic brother leland
(michael gambon) instead of to
his whimsical son leslie (robin
williams). when leland starts
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making war toys (and worse,
actual weapons masquerading
as toys), leslie is forced to stop
being capricious and take on

some authority. toys is
supposedly about innocence

and peace, but really it's
director barry levinson's cry of

anxiety about modern-day
playthings, particularly video

games--which is almost psychic
of him, given how video games

have started to devour the
entertainment market. fans of

williams will enjoy his
performance; the visual design
really is gorgeous; and cusack,
as leslie's sister alsatia, is so
lovely she almost carries the

film through its muddled
themes. almost. --bret fetzer
there are two reasons to see

toys: some phenomenal visual
spectacle and the utterly

adorable performance of joan
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cusack. the story: when the
founder of the zevo toy factory

dies, he leaves it to his
militaristic brother leland

(michael gambon) instead of to
his whimsical son leslie (robin
williams). when leland starts
making war toys (and worse,

actual weapons masquerading
as toys), leslie is forced to stop
being capricious and take on

some authority. toys is
supposedly about innocence

and peace, but really it's
director barry levinson's cry of

anxiety about modern-day
playthings, particularly video

games--which is almost psychic
of him, given how video games

have started to devour the
entertainment market.
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